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Figure 1: System overview

Abstract
Federated Learning (FL) enables distributed machine learning
model training on edge devices, ensuring data privacy [1, 2].
However, managing such training with the devices’ limited re-
sources, heterogeneous architectures, and unpredictable avail-
ability is challenging. To address these challenges and improve
on-device training for mobile devices, we present a joint effort
by Qualcomm Technologies, Inc. and Microsoft. The demon-
stration includes a technical display of FL on Snapdragon®1

devices, coordinated through Microsoft Florida [3], and a fed-
erated user verification example using voice samples.

1. Introduction
Federated training requires solving several challenges inherent
to distributed training on edge devices. Any infrastructure and
interface need to address device heterogeneity, limited resource,
availability and orchestration of large federations through scal-
ability, robustness and flexibility.

While multiple FL libraries have been developed to aid the
research and development of FL algorithms [4, 5, 6, 7] or target
production environments [8, 9, 10], a focus on mobile devices
is often lacking. These devices represent arguably the most pro-
liferated and interesting sources of data at the edge. Our solu-
tion is a demonstration of a combined effort from Qualcomm
Technologies, Inc., a leader in mobile space innovation with the
Snapdragon processors, and Microsoft, a leading cloud innova-
tor with the Azure server offering.

Our technical demonstration is aimed at machine learning
researchers, showcasing FL in action on Snapdragon devices,
with training orchestrated through Microsoft Florida. A second,
practical demonstration aimed at the INTERSPEECH commu-
nity features federated user verification based on voice samples.
This includes user enrollment, subsequent acceptance of the en-
rolled user, and rejection of impostors using the model trained
through our FL system.

1Snapdragon branded products are products of Qualcomm Tech-
nologies, Inc. and/or its subsidiaries.

*Qualcomm AI Research is an initiative of Qualcomm Technolo-
gies, Inc. and/or its subsidiaries.

2. System Design
The proposed system consists of two interacting components, as
visualized in Fig. 1. The Microsoft Florida Server implements
the server-side components of FL, such as the orchestration of
training runs, updating of the global model and communication
with the FL clients. Those clients are provided by Qualcomm
AI Research, interact with the server through a dedicated SDK
and implement an application for local training and inference.

2.1. FL Client Application from Qualcomm AI Research

To prepare on-device training, a ML researcher first designs the
local training loop with PyTorch on a workstation. Once algo-
rithmic components such as model and loss are determined, they
are saved to TorchScript and converted to run on-device within
the Qualcomm FL Client App. The App uses the Microsoft
Florida SDK to communicate with the Florida server and Qual-
comm’s On Device Training framework to execute training and
evaluation of the training progress.

During the FL training round, the Florida SDK on each
device receives the global model from the Florida server and
passes it on to the Kotlin-based Trainer in the Client App via a
training callback. As shown in Fig. 2, the Trainer then invokes
the C++ based On Device Training Framework using the Java
Native Interface. The framework trains the model on the local
data and sends the locally updated model back to the Florida
SDK through the same call stack.

One core innovation in our offering lies in this seamless in-
tegration of the call stack from ML researcher-facing APIs for
prototyping on a workstation to the on-device execution of the
final FL training run. No device-specific programming knowl-
edge is required by the ML researcher to launch an FL applica-
tion, in combination with the Microsoft Florida FL Server GUI.

2.2. Microsoft Florida FL Server

Florida is a platform that provides developers and ML re-
searchers with a suite of tools and services to create and deploy
applications with FL capabilities. It features cross-platform
SDKs to handle server communication and client-side training
logic, backend services running on Azure Infrastructure to se-
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Figure 2: On-device call stack

curely orchestrate clients and aggregate the incoming model up-
dates as well as user interfaces (CLI/GUI) to easily create, man-
age and monitor FL tasks.

The Client App via Florida SDK connects to the Florida
Server to request work, download the latest model, execute the
application-defined training callback and subsequently upload
the model update to the server, where it is aggregated with other
client updates. Optionally, the SDK can apply security mecha-
nisms like differential privacy and secure aggregation.

3. FedUV demo
User verification (UV) is a binary decision problem of accept-
ing or rejecting a test input based on its similarity to a user’s
reference data. Training UV models is a great use case for FL
since the biometric data is naturally generated on device and
cannot be sent to the central server due to privacy constraints.

In this demo, we replicate the VoxCeleb setup of our prior
work [11] in which we propose the FedUV algorithm and trans-
late it from the simulated setup to our on-device FL system.
With FedUV, clients can participate in UV without sharing any
client-specific embeddings with other participants in the feder-
ation. As such, FedUV provides additional levels of security
compared to prior UV methods. We refer the reader to [11] for
a more detailed discussion of FedUV.

The result of a successful FedUV run on the VoxCeleb
dataset [12] is a trained feature-extractor which can be used
without any further fine-tuning to enroll a new user. After
providing enrollment voice samples, their averaged embedding
can be used to accept/reject any subsequent voice-sample
by comparing distances to the average embedding. A public
negative dataset serves as a means to tune the distance threshold
for a desired trade-off point on the ROC curve.

Technical demo For this demo, we feature an active train-
ing run of a FedUV model. Attendees interact with the Florida
GUI and the Snapdragon devices as visualized in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Orchestration and App interface

Interactive demo To demonstrate the result of the feder-
ated training run, we set up an interactive demo involving a
Snapdragon device with a voice-sample feature extractor that

has been trained to convergence using FedUV beforehand. A
participant provides enrollment voice samples and registers as
the accepted user on that device. Subsequently, other partici-
pants in the demo are shown to be denied access to the device
while the initial participant continues to be given access based
on their new voice samples.

4. Conclusion
Deployed ML models face the danger of concept drift or even
an initial domain mismatch between training data and data ob-
served during deployment. FL across the federation of con-
sumers of a machine learning model serves as one potential
solution to ameliorate these issues and continuously update it
after deployment. FL can serve a means to avoid costly central-
ized dataset curation in the first place, opening up the develop-
ment of new services to providers with limited resources. For
spoken language in particular, FL can cover demographic diver-
sity, accents or (microphone) hardware diversity while keeping
sensitive biometric data on-device. In this Show & Tell, we
demonstrate a software stack that leverages Qualcomm’s and
Microsoft’s expertise in bringing FL from simulation to the real-
world. Attendees can interact with the technology, try it for
themselves and assess its implications for their own use-cases.
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